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Abstract
In this paper a generalized notion of an approximation space is considered. By an
approximation space we mean an ordered pair (U; C ), where U is a nite nonempty
set and C is a covering of U . According to connections between rough sets and
concepts we dene two types of approximation operations. Hence we obtain two
families of rough sets. We show that these families form lattices in special types of
representative approximation spaces. The operations on rough sets dened in the
above lattices are analogous to classical operations on sets.
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1 Introduction
Rough Set Theory was introduced by Pawlak [10,11]. The knowledge about a
considered universe is the starting point of it. Using two operations, a lower
approximation and an upper approximation, we can describe every subset of
the universe. There are two interpretations of the notion of a rough set. Many
authors dene a rough set as a set, for which the lower approximation is dif-
ferent from the upper approximation. On the other hand, a rough set is often
interpreted as a family of sets. Namely, sets having the same description, i.e.
sets that their lower approximations are equal and their upper approximations
are equal, are called indiscernible. The family of all indiscernible sets is called
a rough set. In this paper a rough set is treated as a family of sets.
In the original approach, the knowledge is determined by an equivalence
relation or, equivalently, by a partition of the universe. In this case many
algebraic structures of rough sets were investigated [1,2,4,6,8,9,14].
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The original approach has been generalized in many directions. The knowl-
edge may be determined b ya reexive relation [16 ],an uncertainty mapping
[5,15] or a cov ering [12,13]. In such cases one may dene several approximation
operations [5 ,13]. In contrast to the classical approach, connections between
rough sets and algebraic structures are not extensively inv estigated.
This paper is organized as follo ws. In Section 2 we present a general
notion of approximation space and its special types. In the following section
we dene the approximation operations. In Section 4 the notion of rough set
is dened. Section 5 is the main section. It contains theorems dealing with
the existence of lattices of rough sets, in which operations correspond to the
classical operations on sets.
2 Approximation space
2.1 Basic concepts
One of the basic concepts of Rough Set Theory is the notion of an approxi-
mation space. In the original approach [10,11] an approximation space is the
ordered pair (U;R), where U is a nite nonempty set of objects, called the
universe, and R is an equivalence relation on U , called the indiscernibility re-
lation. Each equivalence class induced b yR is called an elementary set. The
family of elementary sets forms a partition (i.e. a family of pair-wise disjoint
sets whose union is U) and conv ersely, a partition induces an equivalence re-
lation. So instead of an equivalence relation we may consider a partition or a
Boolean algebra [6,9].
A natural generalization of an equivalence relation is a binary relation.
Usually it is assumed that this relation is reexive at least [5,16,17] and it is
called a similarity relation. On the other hand, a natural generalization of
a partition is a cov ering. Unfortunately, there is no equivalence between a
covering and a binary relation [7]. Most of authors treated a co v eringas a
collection of similarity classes. The similarity class of an object is the set of
objects which are similar to that object. In our approach we interpret every
set from a cov ering as a set of objectswhich are similar (for example, objects
having some property).
Denition 2.1 Let U be a nite nonempty set of objects, called the universe.
Let C be a cov ering of U, i.e. C is a family of nonempty subsets of U whose
union is U . Let us note that these subsets may not be disjoint. The ordered
pair A = (U; C ) is called an approximation space.
We interpret the co vering C as a collection of known concepts.
2.2 Representative approximation spaces
Every object x 2 U belongs to at least one X 2 C . We may sa ythat x is an
example of at least one known concept [3 ].
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Denition 2.2 Let x 2 U . The family fX 2 C : x 2 Xg is called the descrip-
tion of x.
Let us note that it is possible that x 2 X  Y . Information, that x 2 Y
is dispensable, because one may deduce it. So it is suÆcient to characterize
an object only by some sets from the description of the object:
Denition 2.3 Let x 2 U . The family
Md(x) = fX 2 C : x 2 X ^ 8Y 2 C (x 2 Y ^ Y  X ) X = Y )g
is called the minimal description of x.
Denition 2.4 An object x 2 U such that Md(x) = fXg, is called the
representative element of X.
A representative element of some X may be treated as a pattern of X. In
this paper cov erings, in which ev ery(or almost ev ery)set has representative
elements, are considered.
Denition 2.5 A set X 2 C is called the representable set, if there exists
a representative element of X. The family of all representable sets will be
denoted b yC
r
.
Denition 2.6 A function r: C
r
! U is called the choice function, if for every
representable set X r(X) is a representative element of X.
Denition 2.7 A cov eringC is called the representative covering, if for every
X 2 C there exist representative elements.
Denition 2.8 A co v eringC is called the double representative covering, if
it is a representative co vering and every at least two-element set X 2 C has
at least wo representative elements.
Denition 2.9 A cov eringC is called the quasi double representative covering
if the follo wing conditions holds:
(a) for every element x 2 U there exists an X 2 C such that x is a represen-
tative element of this set;
(b) for any two sets X; Y 2 C if X is a singleton and X is a proper subset of
Y then Y is not representable;
(c) for every set X 2 C if X is representable and there exists in C a proper
subset of X, then X has at least two representative elements.
Example 2.10 The notions of double representative covering and quasi dou-
ble representative covering are dierent. This fact is illustrated in Figure 1.
Here DR denotes a double representative cov ering and QDR stands for a quasi
double representative cov ering.
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Denition 2.11 Let A = (U; C ) be an approximation space.
(i) The approximation space is called the representative approximation spac e
if the cov ering C is representative.
(ii) The approximation space is called the double representative approxima-
tion space if the co v eringC is double representative.
(iii) The approximation space is called the quasi double representative approx-
imation sp ace if the cov ering C is quasi double representative.
3 Approximation operations
3.1 Classical approximation operations
Let us recall P awlak'sdenitions of approximation operations. Let (U;R)
be an approximation space, where U is a nite nonempty set and R is an
equivalence relation on U . This relation is the available knowledge about the
universe. Given a set X  U , its lower and upper approximations, R

(X) and
R

(X), respectively, are dened as follows:
Denition 3.1 Let X  U .
(i) R

(X) =
S
fY 2 U=R: Y  Xg
(ii) R

(X) =
S
fY 2 U=R: Y \X 6= ;g
The abov e denition is granule-oriented denition [18]. One may dene
approximation operations from element-oriented point of view. In the next
denition [x]
R
denotes the equivalence class containing x.
Denition 3.2 Let X  U .
(i) R

(X) = fx 2 U : [x]
R
 Xg
(ii) R

(X) = fx 2 U : [x]
R
\X 6= ;g
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Denition 3.1 and Denition 3.2 are equivalent. Let us note that if we
generalize the notion of an approximation space, the abov e denitions may be
not equivalent [16].
3.2 Generalize dapproximation op er ations
Consider an approximation space A = (U; C ), where C is a co v ering. We
interpret the cov ering as a collection of known concepts. Every set X  U is a
set of examples of some concept (known or unknown). Hence to calculate the
lower approximation of X we must nd the family of known concepts included
inX. T o calculate the upper approximation ofX we must nd known concepts
(minimal in the sense of inclusion) having at least one example in X that it
is not an example of another known concept included in X.
The found families may be treated as the intensions of some concepts [3].
An intension of a concept is the set of properties (known concepts) that are
characteristic for the objects to which this concept is applied. An extension
of a concept consists of objects that are instances of this concept. The union
of concepts from the found family is treated as the extension of the concept.
In accordance with these remarks we consider two types of approximation
operations: the in tension andthe extension operations.
Denition 3.3 Let A = (U; C ) be an approximation space. Let X  U .
(i) The family C
in
(X) = fZC : Z  Xg is called the lower intension of X,
(ii) the set C
ex
(X) =
S
C
in
(X) is called the lower extension of X,
(iii) the family Bd(X) =
S
fMd(x): x 2 X n C
ex
(X)g is called the boundary
of X,
(iv) the family C
in
(X) = C
in
(X)[Bd(X) is called the upper intension of X,
(v) the set C
ex
(X) =
S
C
in
(X) is called the upper extension of X.
Example 3.4 Consider an approximation space (U; C ), where (see Figure 2)
C = fA;B;C;D;Eg.
r
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Let X = fx; y; zg  U . We hav eC
in
(X) = fEg,Md(x) = fAg,Md(y) =
fBg, Bd(X) = fA;Bg, C
in
(X) = fA;B;Eg, C
ex
(X) = E and C
ex
(X) =
A [B [ E.
It is easy to show the follo wing proposition.
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Proposition 3.5 L etA = (U; C ) be an approximation sp ac e,X  U and
Z 2 C .
(i) Z 2 C
in
(X), Z  C
ex
(X),
(ii) Z 2 C
in
(X)) Z  C
ex
(X).
This proposition shows that there is no equivalence between the upper
intension and the upper extension.
Example 3.6 Continuation of Example 3.4. Let us note that C  C
ex
(X)
but C =2 C
in
(X).
4 Rough sets
The construction of rough sets is similar to that in [10].
4.1 Rough sets determined by intensions
Denition 4.1 Two sets X and Y are indiscernible by intension (X 
in
Y )
if their lower in tensionsare equal and their upper intensions are equal.
X 
in
Y , (C
in
(X) = C
in
(Y ) ^ C
in
(X) = C
in
(Y ))
Fact 4.2 The relation of indiscernibility by intension is an equivalence rela-
tion.
The equivalence classes of the relation of indiscernibility b y intension are
called the rough sets determined by intension. The rough set determined b y
intension of X will be denoted b yX

in
. The family of rough sets determined
b yintensions will be denoted b yRS
in
(C ).
We dene the relation 
in
C
of rough inclusion by intension in the family of
rough sets determined b y in tensions.
Denition 4.3 X

in

in
C
Y

in
, (C
in
(X)  C
in
(Y ) ^ C
in
(X)  C
in
(Y ))
Fact 4.4 The relation 
in
C
of rough inclusion by intension is a partial order.
4.2 Rough sets determined by extensions
Denition 4.5 Two sets X and Y are indiscernible by extension (X 
ex
Y )
if their lower extensions are equal and their upper extensions are equal.
X 
ex
Y , (C
ex
(X) = C
ex
(Y ) ^ C
ex
(X) = C
ex
(Y ))
Fact 4.6 The relation of indiscernibility by extension is an equivalence rela-
tion.
The equivalence classes of the relation of indiscernibility by extension are
called the rough sets determined by extension. We will denote b yX

ex
the
rough set determined by extension of X. The family of rough sets determined
b yextensions will be denoted b yRS
ex
(C ).
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Similarly to the previous subsection, we dene the relation 
ex
C
of rough
inclusion by extension in the family of rough sets determined b yextensions.
Denition 4.7 X

ex

ex
C
Y

ex
, (C
ex
(X)  C
ex
(Y ) ^ C
ex
(X)  C
ex
(Y ))
Fact 4.8 The relation 
ex
C
of rough inclusion by extension is a partial order.
5 Algebraic structures of rough sets
From Fact 4.4 and Fact 4.8 it follows that the families of rough sets determined
b y intensions and extensions, respectively, form posets. It is natural to ask
whether these posets are lattices. We rst present some results in case C is a
partition.
5.1 Double Stone algebra of rough sets
In this subsection we assume P awlak'sdenitions of an approximation space
and approximation operations (see Subsection 3.1). We say that two sets are
indiscernible (X  Y ), if their lower approximations are equal and their upper
approximations are equal. The relation of indiscernibility is an equivalence
relation. The equivalence classes of this relation are called rough sets. In the
family of rough sets one may dene the following operations:
Denition 5.1 Let A = (U;R) be an approximation space and  be a rela-
tion of indiscernibility of subsets of U .
(i) The union of rough sets [X]

and [Y ]

is the rough set [Z]

such that
R

(Z) = R

(X) [R

(Y ) and R

(Z) = R

(X) [ R

(Y ).
(ii) The multiplication of rough sets [X]

and [Y ]

is the rough set [Z]

such
that R

(Z) = R

(X) \ R

(Y ) and R

(Z) = R

(X) \ R

(Y ).
(iii) The pseudocomplement of rough set [X]

is the rough set [Z]

such that
Z is the classical complement of R

(X).
(iv) The dual pseudocomplement of rough set [X]

is the rough set [Z]

such
that Z is the classical complement of R

(X).
Theorem 5.2 [1 ,4,14] The family of rough sets P (U)=  with the operations
dened in Denition 5.1 is a double Stone algebra.
5.2 L attic esof rough sets determined by intensions and extensions
In this subsection we formulate necessary and suÆcient conditions for the
existence of operations on rough sets determined by intensions and extensions,
which are analogous to the classical operations on sets.
Theorem 5.3 An approximation spac e(U; C ) is a double representative ap-
pr oximationspace i the poset I(C ) = (RS
in
(C );
in
C
) is a lattic eand every
pair of rough sets (X

in
;Y

in
) determined by intension has the supremum W

in
and the inmum Z

in
such that:
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C
in
(W )= C
in
(X) [ C
in
(Y ),
C
in
(W )= C
in
(X) [ C
in
(Y ),
and
C
in
(Z) = C
in
(X) \ C
in
(Y ),
C
in
(Z) = C
in
(X) \ C
in
(Y ).
Proof. See [3]. 2
Theorem 5.4 An approximation space (U; C ) is a quasi double representative
approximation space i the poset E(C ) = (RS
ex
(C );
ex
C
) is a lattice and every
pair of rough sets (X

ex
;Y

ex
) determined by extension has the supremum W

ex
and the inmum Z

ex
such that:
C
ex
(W )= C
ex
(X) [ C
ex
(Y ),
C
ex
(W )= C
ex
(X) [ C
ex
(Y ),
and
C
ex
(Z) = C
ex
(X) \ C
ex
(Y ),
C
ex
(Z) = C
ex
(X) \ C
ex
(Y ).
Let us observe that the following lemmas hold:
Lemma 5.5 In any approximation sp ac e(U; C ) the following conditions ar e
equivalent:
(a) 8x 2 U:9X 2 C : (x is a representative element of X)
(b) 8X 2 C :8x 2 X: (C
ex
(fxg)  X)
Lemma 5.6 Let (U; C ) be an approximation spac e and X; Y  U . Then
(
S
C
in
(X) [
S
C
in
(Y )) n (
S
C
in
(X) [
S
C
in
(Y )) is a subset of
S
((C
in
(X) [
C
in
(Y )) n (C
in
(X) [ C
in
(Y ))).
Lemma 5.7 Let (U; C ) be a quasi double representative approximation spac e.
F orevery element x 2 U the minimal description of x is a singleton.
Lemma 5.8 Let (U; C ) be a quasi double representative approximation spac e
and Y 2 C . If Y belongs to the boundary of some set X  U , then Y is
representable.
Lemma 5.9 Let (U; C ) be a quasi double representative approximation spac e
and X; Y 2 U .
(a) There exists a set Z  U such that C
ex
(Z) = C
ex
(X) [ C
ex
(Y ) and
C
ex
(Z) = C
ex
(X) [ C
ex
(Y ).
(b) There exists a set Z  U such that C
ex
(Z) = C
ex
(X) \ C
ex
(Y ) and
C
ex
(Z) = C
ex
(X) \ C
ex
(Y ).
Proof. Let (U; C ) be a quasi double representative approximation space and
X; Y  U .
(a) Let Z = C
ex
(X)[C
ex
(Y )[ r((C
in
(X)[C
in
(Y )) n (C
in
(X)[C
in
(Y ))),
where r is a xed choice function. By Lemma 5.8 (C
in
(X)[C
in
(Y ))n(C
in
(X)[
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C
in
(Y )) is a family of representable sets. It will be denoted b yP. It is easy
to check that C
ex
(X) [ C
ex
(Y ) and r(P) hav e not common elements.
First we prov e that
C
ex
(Z) = C
ex
(X) [ C
ex
(Y ):(1)
() Assume x 2 C
ex
(X)[C
ex
(Y ). Let us suppose that x 2 C
ex
(X). Thus
there exists W 2 C
in
(X) such that x 2 W . Hence x 2 W  C
ex
(X)  Z, so
x 2 W 2 C
in
(Z), and nally x 2 W  C
ex
(Z). The same reasoning applies
to the second case.
() Let x 2 C
ex
(Z). By Denition 3.3 there exists W
0
2 C such that
x 2 W
0
and W
0
2 C
in
(Z):(2)
Let us suppose that x 2 r(P). Hence there existsW
1
2 C such that W
1
2 P
and x is its representative element. F rom this and(2) we hav e
W
1
2 C
in
(X) [ C
in
(Y );(3)
W
1
62 C
in
(X) [ C
in
(Y );(4)
W
1
 W
0
:(5)
We show that only x is a representative element of W
1
. Assume that there
exists y 2 W
1
such that y 6= x and y is a representative element of W
1
.
From (2) and (5) it follows that y 2 Z. Thus y 62 r(P), and, in consequence,
y 2 C
ex
(X) or y 2 C
ex
(Y ). If y 2 C
ex
(X), then there exists W
2
2 C such that
y 2 W
2
2 C
in
(X). F romthis y 2 W
1
 W
2
 X. Thus W
1
2 C
in
(X). This
is contrary to (4). Similarly we obtain a contradiction in the second case. We
conclude from this that there is exactly one representable element of W
1
.
Now we show that W
1
= fxg. Let us suppose that there exists y 2 W
1
such that y 6= x. By Denition 2.9(a), there exists W
3
2 C such that y is its
representative element. From this W
3
 W
1
. By Denition 2.9(c), W
1
has at
least two representative elements, a contradiction.
Thus W
1
= fxg. F romthis and (3 ) it follows that W
1
\ X 6= ; or W
1
\
Y 6= ;. Hence W
1
 X or W
1
 Y and, in consequence, W
1
2 C
in
(X) or
W
1
2 C
in
(Y ), which contradicts (4).
F rom the abov e it follows that x 2 C
ex
(X) [ C
ex
(Y ), which completes the
proof of (1).
Since C
ex
(Z) = C
ex
(X) [ C
ex
(Y ), we hav eZ n C
ex
(Z) = r(P). Hence
Bd(Z) =
[
x2r(P)
Md(x) =
[
W2P
W = P:(6)
Now we prov e that
C
ex
(Z) = C
ex
(X) [ C
ex
(Y ):(7)
() F rom Lemma 5.6 and(6) it follows that C
ex
(X) [ C
ex
(Y ) =
= ((C
ex
(X) [ C
ex
(Y )) n (C
ex
(X) [ C
ex
(Y ))) [ C
ex
(X) [ C
ex
(Y )
=C
ex
(Z) [ ((
[
C
in
(X) [
[
C
in
(Y )) n (
[
C
in
(X) [
[
C
in
(Y )))
C
ex
(Z) [
[
((C
in
(X) [ C
in
(Y )) n (C
in
(X) [ C
in
(Y )))
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=C
ex
(Z) [
[
P =
[
C
in
(Z) [
[
Bd(Z)
=
[
(C
in
(Z) [Bd(Z)) =
[
C
in
(Z) = C
ex
(Z):
() F rom (6) we obtain
C
ex
(Z)=
[
C
in
(Z) =
[
(C
in
(Z) [ Bd(Z)) = C
ex
(Z) [
[
P
C
ex
(X) [ C
ex
(Y ) [
[
(C
in
(X) [ C
in
(Y ))
=C
ex
(X) [ C
ex
(Y ) [ C
ex
(X) [ C
ex
(Y ) = C
ex
(X) [ C
ex
(Y ):
We hav e prov ed that the set Z satises conditions of Lemma 5.9a.
(b) Let Z = C
ex
(X) \ C
ex
(Y ) [ r(Q), where r is a xed choice function
and Q = C
r
\ C
in
(C
ex
(X) \ C
ex
(Y )) n (C
in
(X) \ C
in
(Y )). Of course, Q is a
family of representable sets and (C
ex
(X)\C
ex
(Y ))\ r(Q ) 6= ;. We show that
the set Z satises conditions of Lemma 5.9b.
First we prov e that
C
ex
(Z) = C
ex
(X) \ C
ex
(Y ):(8)
() Let x 2 C
ex
(Z). Hence x 2 C
ex
(X)\C
ex
(Y )[ r(Q). Let us suppose that
x 2 r(Q). From this there exists W
0
2 Q such that x is its representative
element. Thus
W
0
 C
ex
(X) \ C
ex
(Y );(9)
W
0
62 C
in
(X) [ C
in
(Y ):(10)
In the same manner, as in the proof of inclusion  of (1), we obtain that
W
0
= fxg. By (9) there exist sets W
1
;W
2
2 C such that x 2 W
1
\ W
2
,
W
1
2 C
in
(X) and W
1
2 C
in
(Y ). Since x is a representative element of W
0
,
W
0
 W
1
and W
0
 W
2
.
If W
0
= W
1
, then W
0
\ X 6= ;. Hence W
0
2 C
in
(X). If W
0
 W
1
, then
W
1
is not representable b yDenition 2.9(b). From Lemma 5.8 W
1
62 Bd(X),
so W
1
2 C
in
(X) and nally W
0
2 C
in
(X). F romabov e it follo wsthat W
0
2
C
in
(X). Similarly, we obtain W
0
2 C
in
(Y ). Thus W
0
2 C
in
(X) \ C
in
(Y ),
which contradicts (10).
From abov ewe conclude that x 2 C
ex
(X) \ C
ex
(Y ).
() This inclusion can be prov ed in the same way as inclusion  of (1).
It is clear that C
ex
(Z) = C
ex
(X)\C
ex
(Y )[
S
Bd(Z) and
S
Bd(Z) =
S
Q .
T o show that
C
ex
(Z) = C
ex
(X) \ C
ex
(Y )(11)
it is suÆcient to prov e the follo wing inclusions:
[
Bd(Z)  C
ex
(X) \ C
ex
(Y );(12)
C
ex
(X) \ C
ex
(Y ) n C
ex
(X) \ C
ex
(Y ) 
[
Bd(Z):(13)
The proofs of (12) and (13) are standard.
2
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Proof of Theorem 5.4
()) It follo ws immediately from Lemma 5.9.
(() We must prov e that the conditions (a)-(c) from Denition 2.9 hold.
We only prov e (a) and (b).
(a) Let X 2 C and x 2 X. Assume y 2 C
ex
(fxg). Hence there exists
Y 2 C
in
(fxg) such that y 2 Y . F romthis it follows that Y 2 C
in
(fxg) or
Y 2 Bd(fxg).
Assume that Y 2 C
in
(fxg). F rom this we hav eY  fxg. Hence y 2 X.
Now assume Y 2 Bd(fxg). Thus Y 2 Md(x). By the assumption of the
theorem there exists a rough set Z

ex
determined by extension such that Z

ex
=
inffX

ex
;Y

ex
g, C
ex
(Z) = C
ex
(X) \ C
ex
(Y ) and C
ex
(Z) = C
ex
(X) \ C
ex
(Y ).
Since X 2 C and Y 2 C , we hav e C
ex
(X) = C
ex
(X) = X and C
ex
(Y ) =
C
ex
(Y ) = Y . This giv esC
ex
(Z) = X \ Y = C
ex
(Z). Hence Z = X \ Y and
there exists a family A  C such that
S
A = Z. Since x 2 X \Y , there exists
A 2 A such that x 2 A. As Y 2 Md(x) we hav eA = Y . This giv esY  X,
and nally y 2 X.
(b) On the contrary, suppose that there exist sets X; Y 2 C such that X
is a singleton, X is a proper subset of Y and Y is representable. Hence there
is z 2 U such that z is a representative element of Y . Obviously, z 62 X. Let
W = fzg. By the assumption of the theorem there exists a rough set Z

ex
determined by extension such that Z

ex
= inffX

ex
;W

ex
g, C
ex
(Z) = C
ex
(X)\
C
ex
(W ) and C
ex
(Z) = C
ex
(X) \ C
ex
(W ). Since C
ex
(X) = C
ex
(X) = X,
C
ex
(W ) = ; and C
ex
(W ) = Y , we obtain C
ex
(Z) = ; and C
ex
(Z) = X, which
is impossible.
2
6 Final remarks
In this paper two lattices of rough sets hav e been presented. It is interesting to
check, whether it is possible to extend these lattices to more complex algebraic
structures. In the case of the lattice of rough sets determined b y intensions
it is seems to be impossible. Another question is whether one can dene
granule-oriented approximation operations, that approximate sets better than
the operations dened in this paper.
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